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ABSTRACT: Should all business students be taught information systems (IS)
documentation techniques? IfIS documentation are taught which one is preferable?
Current textbooks used in the core management information systems (MIS) course
includes material on IS documentation techniques. The majority of the students in
the MIS class are non-computer majors. An exploratory study was conducted to
evaluate different techniques ofinformation systems (IS) documentation according
to three ergonomic criteria. The subjects were business students (91 percent non~
computer majors)enrolledin upper division and graduate management information
systems (MIS) core courses. Students answered questions about key characteristics
ofan information system that was documented with a narrative, data flow diagram,
systems flow chart, and system component matrix. After answering these questions,
the students evaluated the four techniques ofIS documentation.
R~ult$ indicated a strong preference for narrative form of documentation. The
relationship between the student's ability to recognize key characteristics of an
information system, and their preferencefor narrative documentation showed direct
statistical significance. The study results may suggest that simple techniques of
narrative documentation maybe sufficient for use by predominantly non-computer
majors in required MIS courses and as a method ofcommunicating with business and
managerial end-users.
KEYWORDS: Information System Documentation Techniques, Management Information Systems,
End-user Communication
INTRODUCTION
IS documentation techniques are
presented in MIS textbooks as a method of
aiding end-user understanding of
infonnation systems [Awad, 1988, Burch
&Grudnitski, 1989,Kroenke, 1992,Laudon
& Laudon, 1988, Parker, 1989]. IS
documentation techniques are also
recommended as communication tools
betweenanalysts,managers, and end users,
and as problem solving tools [Blanks &

Merritt,· 1989, Kuehn & Fleck, 1990]. A
survey of MIS textbooks found the
following IS documentation techniques
presented, usually in a chapter covering
systems analysis and design: narrative
descriptions, data flow diagrams, system
flowcharts, and system component matrix.
The presentation of most textbooks is on
the construction or completion of the
documentation and not on reading,
interpreting, and understanding the IS.

Textbook coverage on how to
construct IS documentation.may not be
appropriate ifthe intent in the MIS business
core course is to increase the students'
understanding of infonnation systems.
Coverage and exercises on reading
understanding, and using IS documentation,
to make future end-users a better consumer
of IS, may be a more appropriate use of
limited course time. For example, to
properlyteachconstructionofDFDsinthe
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